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…But our transportation system is in 
financial crisis 

Vehicle Miles Traveled

Gas Consumption with Increased
Efficiency

Revenue Loss Due to  
Increased Fuel Economy 

VMT Growth  
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Why Explore a Road Charge? 
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Aging 
Infrastructure 

Shrinking 
Funding 

Increased 
Requirements  

Fuel  
Efficiency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aging RoadwaysThe majority of our major roadways are over 40 years old and have reached or exceeded their design life. The older our aging roadway system gets, the more repairs it needs.Shrinking FundingThe base excise gas tax (currently a fixed 18 cents per gallon of gas sold) is the primary source of funding used to pay for road repairs. The base excise gas tax has not been raised in over 20 years. Inflation has decreased the buying power of the gas tax by approximately 50 percent.Increased RequirementsIncreased regulations have caused delays to project delivery time.  Despite major efforts to reduce costs and increase efficiencies, the cost of maintaining and replacing our roadways continues to rise significantly.More Fuel Efficient VehiclesHigh fuel-efficiency cars, like hybrids and electric vehicles, are currently paying little or no base excise gas tax. They are contributing only a fraction to the overall cost of road repairs. In California, aggressive zero emission vehicle goals coupled with existing CAFE standards continue to impact transportation. As a result, less gas is sold, which means less money is available to pay for road repairs and maintenance.As a result of the current situation and the growing decreases in gas tax revenues for rehabilitation and maintenance, the Senate introduces Senate Bill 1077.It put CalSTA in charge of the Road Charge Pilot Program and enabled the CTC to form a “Technical Advisory Committee” or TAC of various stakeholders to make recommendations on how a pilot test could be conducted that met policy objectives identified by the Legislators.SB 1077 Legislation Highlights:Road Charge Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)Gather public inputAddress privacy and data securityProvide at least one non-technology optionImplement pilot by January 2017 (accelerated to July 2016)Report findings by June 2018 (accelerated to July 2017)



The Evolution of Road Charge in the United States 

• 2006 & 2012 – 
Researched and 
conducted two pilots 

• 2015 – OReGO launches 
first mileage-based 
program for light vehicles 

Oregon 

• 2013 – The Western Road 
Usage Charge Consortium 
formed a voluntary 
coalition of 14 western 
state departments of 
transportation    

RUC West 
• 2014 – SB 1077  
• 2016 – Launched largest 

live pilot with over 5,000 
participants statewide 

• 2017 – Final Report to the 
Legislature 
 
 California  

• 2015 – FAST Act signed 
into law by President 
Obama 

• The strength of a Federal 
partner moving forward 

FHWA  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2006 & 2012Oregon researched and conducted two pilots 2012 – 2013 Oregon welcomes 88 volunteers for the Road Usage Charge Pilot Program. In 2013 Oregon passes Senate Bill 810 establishing the nation's first mileage-based (or road usage) revenue program for light vehicles.2014 Senate Bill 1077 was passed to conducted a live pilot demonstration in the state of CAIt put CalSTA in charge of the Road Charge Pilot Program and enabled the CTC to form a “Technical Advisory Committee” or TAC of various stakeholders to make recommendations on how a pilot test could be conducted that met policy objectives identified by the Legislators.2015OReGO launches on July 1, 2015FAST Act signed by President Obama on December 4, 2015Provides 5 years ($95 million) of funding certainty for infrastructure planning and investmentIncludes provision to investigate alternatives to transportation funding 2016The CA pilot was officially launched on July 1st with over 5,000 enrolled participating vehicles2017Final report from CalSTA to the state Legislature on the findings from the CA pilot

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjis4Sgmc7OAhVM1WMKHUFrAMYQjRwIBw&url=http://www.myorego.org/&bvm=bv.129759880,d.cGc&psig=AFQjCNFpi6DdJgBjnYOsElFXznkbuDo7nA&ust=1471720769808272


Pilot Background  

Included: 

• Senate Bill 1077 passed in September 2014 

• CTC formed a Road Charge Technical Advisory Committee 
(TAC) 

• The TAC developed their pilot design recommendations in 
2015 

• CalSTA in charge of implementing the Road Charge Pilot 
Program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of the current situation and the growing decreases in gas tax revenues for rehabilitation and maintenance, the Senate introduced Senate Bill 1077.It created the Road Charge Pilot Program and enabled the CTC to form a “Technical Advisory Committee” or TAC of various stakeholders to make recommendations on how a pilot test could be conducted that met policy objectives identified by the Legislators.Legislation directed the TAC to:Gather public inputAddress privacy and data securityProvide at least one non-technological optionImplement the pilot by January 2017 (accelerated to July 2016) Report findings by June 2018 (accelerated to July 2017)Phase 1: Completed in December of 2015 Pilot Design Recommendations:5,000 participating vehicles statewide9-month demonstration – July 2016 to March 2017Include commercial trucks 5 mileage reporting concepts 10 data security features – Features include authentication, authorization, data modification notification, data masking, encryption, data storage, data transmittal, data destruction, general IT network security and third party data security system verificationProtect privacy – Three privacy approaches: privacy principles for all aspects of pilot (governance), evaluation criteria (accountability), and privacy protection provisions (legal protection)Independent evaluation

http://www.californiaroadchargepilot.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Road_Charge_Pilot_Design_Recommendations_121115.pdf
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The Pilot by the Numbers 

Pilot breakdown: 
• 9 month pilot period 
• 5,000+ participating vehicles 

• 4,540 private vehicles 
• 55 heavy commercial trucks 
• 243 light commercial trucks 

• 5 different reporting methods 
• 83% using an automated method 
• 17% using a manual method 

 

Total miles driven in the pilot so far! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number of total vehicles enrolled (5,014) is as of December, 2016.Went from 5,022 (August 2016) to 5,014 (December 2016)Retention rate of 99.8%Participants are staying involved and engaged in the pilotOverall Vehicles – (goal achieved)Goal: 5,000Pilot Launch 5,022 as of 08/05/16Current Mid-Pilot: 5,014 as of 12/02/16Private Vehicles (Individuals & Households) – (goal achieved)Goal: 4,500Pilot Launch: 4,567 (101% of goal)Current Mid-Pilot: 4,540Light Commercial VehiclesGoal: 325Pilot Launch: 243 (75% of goal)Current Mid-Pilot: 259Heavy Trucks – (goal achieved)Goal: 50Pilot Launch: 55 (110% of goal)Current Mid-Pilot: 55 – stayed the sameOther (Out-of-State, Tribal Land & Agency Fleets) – (goal achieved)Goal: 125 Pilot Launch: 157 (126% of goal)Current Mid-Pilot: 160Out-of-State = AZ – 1, NV – 2, OR – 2, WA - 1
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CA Pilot Enrollment Overview 

The contents of this material reflect the views of the author who is responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. 

All information is current as of December, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pilot Stats:83% using automated mileage reporting method 17% using a manual method65% using a location-based technology (plug-in devices with GPS & smartphone with GPS)Manual Options:Time Permit: purchase a permit for unlimited road use in California for a specific period of timeMileage Permit: purchase a block of miles based on your expected use of California’s roadsOdometer Charge: make payments based on periodic manual odometer readingsAutomated Options:Plug-in Device (Location Optional): report miles using a plug-in device for your car with optional smartphone appSmartphone App (Location Optional): report miles using a smartphone appCar’s Built-in Technology: report using your car’s built-in technology (only available in select, recent models). An example of this is to reference OnStar or any built-in telematicsParticipating Vehicle Type/PercentageInternal Combustion Engine – 86%Hybrid and Electric – 14%Top 2 Participating Vehicles:Toyota Prius – 273Ford F-150 – 190



Mileage Reporting Methods 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants have the option to use one-of-six manual to automated reporting methods.Manual Options:Time Permit: purchase a permit for unlimited road use in California for a specific period of time.Mileage Permit: purchase a block of miles based on your expected use of California’s roads.Odometer Charge: make payments based on periodic manual odometer readings.Automated Options:Plug-in Device (Location Optional): report miles using a plug-in device for your car with optional smartphone app.Smartphone App (Location Optional): report miles using a smartphone app.Car’s Built-in Technology: report using your car’s built-in technology (only available in select, recent models). An example of this is to reference OnStar or any built-in telematics.



Vehicles by Account Manager 
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57% 22% 20% 1% 
• Plug-in Device (with and 

without location) 
• Smartphone App (with 

and without location) 

• Plug-in Device (with and 
without location) 

• Smartphone App (with 
and without location) 

• Telematics 

• Time Permit 
• Mileage Permit 
• Odometer Charge 
• 350 agency vehicles 

• 55 Heavy Commercial 
Trucks 

• EROAD’s FMCSA-
compliant electronic 
logging device 

The contents of this material reflect the views of the author who is responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AzugaUsing technology: plug-in device (with and without GPS), Smartphone (with and without GPS)2,966 participating vehiclesDriveSync (IMS)Using technology: plug-in device (with and without GPS), Smartphone App (with and without GPS), Telematics 1,113 participating vehiclesCalSAMLow technology options: time permit, mileage permit, odometer charge1,036 total participating vehiclesEROADServing the heavy trucks represented in the pilotUsing technology: EROAD’s electronic logging device55 total participating trucks



Enrollments of Private Vehicles by Method 
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The contents of this material reflect the views of the author who is responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of enrolled participants (82%) are choosing to use an automated mileage reporting method compared to the manual options (18%).4567 private vehiclesStats Breakdown:80% = plug-in devices with GPS, plug-in devices without GPS, smartphone with GPS, smartphone without GPS and in-vehicle telematics65% of participants are using a location-based technology6% = plug-in devices with GPS, smartphone with GPS18% = low-tech options, time permit, mileage permit and odometer readingBreakdown Per Method:52% of participants are using a plug-in device with GPS7% of participants are using a plug-in device without GPS13% of participants are using a smartphone with GPS8% of participants are using a smartphone without GPS2% of participants are using in-vehicle telematics
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Participant Feedback 

Survey results: 
• 90% Satisfied with reporting method 
• 86% Found participated in the pilot easy 
• 83% Overall satisfied with the pilot 
• 71% Think a road charge is more fair 

than a gas tax 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Below is the comparison from the pre-pilot and mid-pilot surveys:Ease of participating in the pilot has increased (88% to 86%)Overall satisfaction with the pilot has increased (64% to 83%)Mileage reporting option satisfaction (73% to 90%)Participants agree that paying per mile is more fair than paying by the amount of gas for roadway maintenance (66% to 71%)Uncertainty about the concept of a road charge funding system has decreased (17% to 11%)What’s Next?33 million registered drivers in California and communicating the need for an alternative to the gas tax (road charge) is a challenging aspect of a full public outreach campaignThe public’s concerns can be alleviated with building a more robust educational program around how we currently pay for our infrastructure maintenance and operations and why it is insufficient



The CA Pilot Timeline 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are currently in Phase 3Pilot launched on July 1, 2016, completed in March 2017 (nine-month pilot)Phase 4 (the final phase) will be reporting back to the Legislature, CTC and the TAC on the findings of the pilot, due June/July 2017The pilot and final report will address some critical policy issues.
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What’s Next? 

The timeline includes: 
• March 31, 2017 – pilot closeout 
• April through June 2017 – develop final 

findings report 
• Caltrans and CalSTA 

• June 2017 – CalSTA releases the final report  
• To the Fiscal and Policy Committee’s of the 

Legislature, CTC and the TAC 

• December 2017 – CTC Annual Report 
• Includes recommendations to the Legislature 

The RCPP final report will include: 
• Insights and findings 

from the pilot 
• Pilot volunteers’ 

feedback 
• Stakeholder input 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Timeline:March 2017 – pilot closeoutApril through June 2017 – work on RCPP final findings reportJune 2017 – CalSTA will release the California Road Charge Pilot Program final report to the CTC, TAC and the policy committees of the LegislatureDecember 2017 – CTC will take the RCPP final findings report and formulate their recommendations to the Legislature through their final report



Final Report Policy Perspectives 
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Data Security Privacy Rural vs. Urban 

Other State Policies Fleet Parity Rate Setting 

Income Equity Admin Costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pilot and final report will address some critical policy issues:Robust Data Security and privacy protection measures have been developed for the pilot and will be tested and evaluated.The pilot has been developed to over-sample rural participants to study the differential impact of a road charge between urban and rural drivers.Balancing state policies with the need for a sustainable transportation funding source will need be thoroughly discussed in the final report.The pilot was developed to ensure that the participants reflect the diverse fleet currently using the roadway system, this includes electric, hybrid and alternative fuel vehicles as well as commercial trucking and fleets.Rate setting for the pilot has been designed to be revenue neutral ($0.18/mile).  However, a thorough analysis of rate options will be developed for the final report.  We actively recruited volunteers into the pilot that represented all income levels in the state.  The data collected during the pilot will help determine how a future road charge program could address the issue of income equity.The costs to administer a new transportation funding system is likely to initially be higher than the current gas tax collection process.  The pilot while not collecting any real money will identify the potential costs to administer a road charge program. 
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Pilot Insights – What Has Worked? 

1. Successful Stakeholder Relationships 

2. Diverse Input from the Road Charge 
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 

3. Cohesive Program Branding 

4. Continuing the Conversation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Successful Stakeholder Relationships:Collaboratively worked with the DMV in volunteer recruitment phase by distributing 2M inserts into vehicle registration renewalsInteragency workgroup – meets to discuss what’s needed to implement a live program (policy, organizational structure, functions etc.)Diverse Input from the TACThe TAC consists of various stakeholder from multiple industries (15 members):Telecommunications IndustryData Security & Privacy IndustryPrivacy Rights Advocacy OrganizationsRegional Transportation AgenciesMembers of the LegislatureHighway User Groups (AAA)National Research & Policymaking BodiesOther Relevant Stakeholders (California Chamber of Commerce & Trucking AssociationCohesive Program BrandingDeveloping cohesive program branding set the expectation of  consistently through program collateral, the website and any other communicationsDeveloped a program logo for brand consistency Continuing the Conversation on Road ChargeThe program team continually presents and attends industry related conferencesCollaboratively works with the mediaContinues to communicate clearly with participants in the pilot and our interest list



FAST Act Grants – Additional RUC Studies 
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The RUC West Regional Study: 
• Builds on RUC West-funded 

projects 
• Includes 11 western states 
• Leverages state DOT 

relationships and agreements 
• Utilizes lessons learned from 

existing road charge projects 

The CA pilot enhancement: 
• Education and outreach plan 
• Organizational Structure & 

Compliance Program 
Development 

• Pay-at-the-Pump/Charging 
Station Investigation 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RUC West GrantRUC West States (14): Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, New Mexico, Nevada, Oklahoma, Oregon, Texas, Utah and Washington.Builds on work completed and currently underwayOf the 14 RUC West states, 11 are participating in grant workRUC West will use this grant to define a regional system to promote and establish, consistency, interoperability, and compatibility throughout the western United States.  Setting the stage for a future western regional pilot, providing a launching point for potential future national adoption and implementation.8 Total States were awarded FAST Act Grants ($14.2 million) and are planning additional work: California, Delaware (I-95 Coalition), Hawaii, Minnesota, Missouri, Oregon, Oregon – RUC West, and Washington.California’s FAST Act grant application is an enhancement to our existing pilot:Education & Outreach - Learning from our current pilot we recognize the need for a robust education and outreach effort not only on road charge but educating the public on how we currently pay for our infrastructure maintenance and operations and why it is insufficient.Organizational Structure & Compliance - Working in partnership with the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), we will be leveraging and expanding the work currently underway with other state agencies to formulate a streamlined system of administration, oversight, and compliance. Pay-at-the-Pump/Charging Station – Research an alternative way of collecting revenue for transportation that replicates the current gas tax collection mechanism.An additional $80 million available for future grants, focusing on additional research and pilot demonstrations.



Conclusion – Questions? 
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